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RftSLtfCTIONS OK PLAN IKP

CONTROL

When invited to prepare a paper on plan implementation and control

for the Conference of African Planners, it occurred to me that although

I have.been involved in economic planning of: one sort or.another in

"fcfajpae advanced and ten developing countriesj I have had very little

to do with implementation and control. .There seem upon reflection to

be three main reasons for this state of affairs, which I believe to

be typical of. development economists. One, of course, is the simple

..fact that implementation and control require different skills from

policy formulation, planning, and programming.' It-is surely no cause

for concern that development, economists .are not requested'to design

accounting systems for budget control, or supervise construction of.

dams, or determine the curricula for teacher training institutes. The

second reason is that foreign technical assistance experts in the general

field of economic development are more frequently requested for plan

preparation than for plan implementation. It is very rare for.the

development economist who has assisted with.the.preparation of a develop

ment plan to stay and see the plan through the implementation.phase.

There seems to be no good reason why this should be so 5 we are on the

track here of the real problem, to wit tl,at governments seem more

interested in having plans committed to paper than they are in having

them executed in reality. It may also be that high-powered planners'

are not producing a product that governments can use, an important

consideration to which we shall return below.

The third reason why development economists have typically been

little involved in implementation and control is that many plans are

made but few are implemented. In most of the cases in., which I have

been engaged in preparation of a development or stabilization plan,

it would'have made little difference if I had stayed on in the country

during the plan period, because the plans were not executed anyhow,
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Meaning pf "implementation" ■■

What does "implementation" of a plan really mean? Most African

countries, and. indeed-.most less developed countries, :have mixed eco

nomies. The relative .importance of the private sector varies fronf one

country to another, but it is substantial in most of these countries.

Thus a development programme must consist partly of investment budgets

for the public sector and partly of sets of policies designed to

encourage, and direct private savings and investment. These policies

typically-include monetary, fiscal, foreign trade and foreign exchange

policy, plus wage-price policies in some cases. For the public sector

"implementation" therefore "means that funds are appropriated for the

various governmental ministries and agencies to carry out the projects

in:the.programme, that the funds are spent for the designated purposes

and that these expenditures have more or less the anticipated results.

For the private sector "implementation" means that the legislation is

passed, that it is administered in accordance with the intention of

the law, and that, the response of private entrepreneurs, and of other

private individuals and groups, is more or less what was anticipated.

What prevents implementation in this sense?

Should plans be implemented?

It is perhaps worth while to ask at .the outset, ''Should plans' ■' i"

always be executed?'1. To answer this question; with an unequivocal "yes"

is to attribute to planners an omniscience they do not have. Some

plans are clearly better left unimplementedj failure to implement is -

"bad" only if plans are "good". Moreover, even technically competent

plans shculd not be carried out to the letter. New information always

becomes available in the course of executing a plan, and.whenever

desirable the plan should be modified accordingly. It is possible.for

a plan to be too rigorously executed. My first development planning -

assignment was as Chief Economist of the Technical Assistance Mission.

to Libya in 1951-52. It was my function to co-ordinate the efforts

of a substantial team of experts into a six-year plan. For this reason

the first Libyan six-year plan came to be referred to as the Higgins
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Plan quite unjustly, so far as any merits of the plan were concerned,

since it was very much a team, product. -■ In later-years, when meeting

"experts" assigned to Libya fpr implementation missions, it was common

enough-to;-be greeted,; "Oh,, so you are the author of that damned Eiggins

Report1! Your -confounded plan is a millstone around our necks!". It

was,never our intention, that the six-year plan should be religiously

adhered- to. We were all too keenly aware of the imperfections of the ■

underlying knowledge and expected the plan to "be revised as knowledge

was- improved,, But somehow,- once the plan was there, the Libyan Govern

ment, seemed unable to get far away.from it. The first Libyan six-

year plan, in short, was a "rolling plan" that did not roll. Hot that

the plan, was executed to the letter} but departures from it were un

systematic, unco-ordinated, and almost haphazard, reflecting the.views

and relative-influence-.of various technical assistance-missions, rather

than peing themselves carefully, planned.

Clearly, then, the desirability of implementing a plan depends on

its time horizon and its' nature, -Generally speaking, perspective

plans of ten to twenty years, laying down basic objectives and pro

viding a'' fundamental analysis of the economy, its problems and its

prospects, are not meant to be "implemented". They merely provide ■■ ■ • "

guidance for the preparation of implementation programmes of much shorter

duration',1'" It'is'unfortunate that so many countriess no matter what"

their political complexion, should still be influenced by Russian ;

experience and prepare five*or six-year plans. Five years is too short

a period for a' perspective plan and too long for a firm implementation

programme, iiiven a :tfirm"- implementation plan of two or three years

should be a "rolling" programme, subject to annual revision as projects

are completed and new information becomes available. Indeed only next

year's budget and this year's legislative programme should be rigorously

implemented, and even for these unforeseen emergencies or windfalls -

war or1 discovery: of .oil —'may require.some revisions.
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Implementing plans VS. promoting development

. To conclude this introductory section, let us remind ourselves

that the implementation of development programmes is not the objective $

the objective is promotion or acceleration of economic development,

■which is not at all the same thing. Few developing countries can have

more elaborate apparatus for implementation and control than Malaya,

with its central control room, its progress charts, its red books-on ■

particular projects and programmes, its supervision system,- its inte

gration of development activities at all three levels of Government.—'

Yet Malayan and foreign observers alike point out that the preparation ■

and .implementation of development programmes have had little impact

on Malayan development| the plans and programmes have been too much

a.matter of simply.incorporating routine Government activities into
2/

a document labelled a "plan".—' . A purely indicative plan is presumably

always fulfilled" by definition since it consists only of a set of

integrated forecasts, and erroneous forecasts are not the same thing ;

as failing to implement a plan. Japan, the star performer on the

development stage, has had a series of indicative plans that have been

consistently over-fulfilled^but this fact does not mean that Japan has.

a particularly tight system of implementation and control* The over-■

fulfilment is a consequence of loosely related private investment deci

sions, and if these are related to the plan at all it is only because

the assurance of Governmental concern with growth and of investment

in the infrastructure provides a foundation for optimistic planning

by private enterprise. The failure to implement the first Ind.Qne.sian

six-year plan completely was only a limited loss to the country. It

would have made little difference if the plan had been fully implemented,

consisting as it did of projections into the future of public and private

investments made in the past, the execution of routine- operations of

Government departments, and an estimated rise in per capita consumption of

0.4..per cent per year on the basis of a highly optimistic forecast of the

l/ Cf. The Philippine Economic. Journal Vol. IV, Bo. 2,1965, special issue
on Planning EoonomiO'Development in Southeast tAsia.

2/ Gf, Philippines Economic Journal, op. cjt. and Clair Wilcox, Planning

Economic Development 1 in Southeast Asia,
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incremental capital/output ratio. The first Indonesian plan was really

a plan for stagnation! and implementing stagnation in a stagnant economy

is not a terribly difficult task. An ambitious plan incompletely imple

mented may be far more effective in promoting economic development than

a' modest plan completely implemented. ".. ■....■ . . ■- .

In short, implementation becomes.a serious goal once technically

■competent and internally consistent plans have been prepared, on a

scale.that is at least equal.to the critical minimum effort, which '

exceeds the maximum domestic effort to the extent that external re

sources are assured, and which, with these resources, is less than or

equal rto total absorptive capacity, For the'balance of this :paper we

shall speak only of plans such as these, and with the requirements for

implementation of plans such as these, " ■
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- "GOOD PLAK3 JTOE,

. . Against this 'background, .let us. proceed, to examine the main reasons

.for failure to implement "good" t plans., as defined above.

1• Lack of political unity

.-i Within the limits ox" "my own experience, it is clear that the over

whelmingly most important reason for failure to implement "good" plans

is that not all politically powerful individuals and.groups really want

the plan carried out. Sometimes, indeed,:there'is close to political

unity 'against .the execution of a plan1, as in the case of the' Philippines

plan-of 1956-61 (which Dr. Hans 3inger; and'i helped to prepare), the

tax reform^ plan which I presented to the 'Government of the Lebanon in

1960- or for that matter,, the overall development plan prepared for the

Lebanon by Pere Lebret and his team at the same time. How does a plan

get prepared at all in such circumstances3let alone a "good" one? There

are many reasons. Some governments are willing to go quite cynically

through the motions of preparing a plan and publishing a plan document,

knowing that development plans are now regarded as evidence of respect

ability, as a basis for obtaining foreign aid or quieting an electorate.

Frequently one or a few top leaders genuinely want an effective plan

to be executed but do not have solid enough support to assure its execu

tion, as was the case with President Kagsaysay of the Philippines and

President Chehab of the Lebanon. Sometimes foreign aid donors or their

representatives "sell" planning to one ministe or another. In the

case of my Philippines mission, it became clear to me after my arrival

that the initial request to the United Nations was made because power

ful figures in the National Economic Council believed that a United Nations

expert (in contrast to US and IMF experts) would support them in their cam

paign for devaluation of the peso.. Later President Macapagal, recognizing

that the Philoppines had been offered a whole series of technically

sound plans and that the fault lay in failure to implement, set up a

special Development Implementation Agency under one of the Philippines1

most brilliant, competent, and experienced economists. But Kaoapagal
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was unable to surmount the political opposition to implementation of

effective plans, the Implementation Agency.was .disbanded and its

director resigned after presenting the President with a 200-page letter

of resignation.—' ■ . , " . ■

My most bitter lesson in political obstacles to plan implementa

tion came in Ceylon. An excellent lO^year prospective pla-n had been

prepared under the. direction of Dr; Gamani Corea, a splendidly trained

and .extremely competent economist. The "government" wished .to trans

late this plan into a firm and effective three-year implementation pro

gramme. The "government" requested AID assistance in completing this

phase of implementing the long-run plan." In'early September the Prime

Minister issued a. regulation requiring all Ministries to submit to the

Planning Secretariat, before 31 December, all projects which1- they

wished to have considered for inclusion in the Implementation-Pro

gramme, .The regulation also required each Ministry to set up an

internal planning- committee and .to nominate a co-ordinating officer

to work with the Planning- Secretariat. When I arrived .early in

January to. work with the Planning Secretariat I learned that the office

had ye.t to receive .a single project proposal from any .Ministry. As

for the internal planning committee and the o^-ordinaiing officer,

one of two situations prevailed,0 either the co-ordinating officer was

the Deputy Minister and the committee was composed of division chiefs,

in which case neither was available for discussion with,the Planning

Secretariat^ or the officials nominated were indeed available to the

planners, but were such junior officers that.they could.not speak for

their Ministry.

I was privileged to attend a meeting called by the- Deputy Minister

of Finance to tell the other Deputy.Ministers that they would not get

budget allocation unless the Prime Minister's regulations were heeded.

The Deputy Minister of Education said flatly, "This planning business

clearly does not apply to my Ministry5- the children are there, they

1/ Cf# Philippines Economic Journal, op. pit., articles by Armado
Eabella and Sixto Roxas.
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have to..be educated". The reactions of the others ranged from'almost

equal lack of co-operation to grudging assent to going through the

.motions,- When the. budget was brought down the finance Minister sup

ported the Planning Secretariat (of which he was simultaneously Direc

tor in his capacity of Assistant Prime Minister). The result? The

Finance Minister was forced to resign, ■ and the other Ministers went

their independent ways. They represented a .wide range, of political

parties, and counted on their independent political support to get their

budget allocations, to do with more or less as they liked. The "govern

ment", in fact, was not really a government at all, but rather a-collec

tion of ministers representing various political groups. .So "system"

of implementation and control can be effective.in such circumstances.

There is another factor, a good deal more subtle, to which I al

lude with some hesitation because it belongs to a set of Causal rela

tions far removed from traditional economics. Even revolutionary and

reform-governments in developing-countries are usually formed from"elite

groups,, and much in-their-education and general background makes'them

■nervous about rapid change .in some field or another. 'Consider'how ' "

little the-pattern of education-has changed in developing countries dur

ing the,, last, decade, despite the "big push" on the educational front" in

quantitative .terms..- Consider how few are'- the really effective programmes

of agrarian reform, despite the swelling volume of legislation in this

field. She CasteloBranco Government in Brasil, for example, passed"a

piece of agrarian legislation authorizing the Government to do almost

anything, imaginable, a law to gladden the heart of the advocate of land

reform or the agricultural economist, either one. let little seems':to

have been done under the law. .1.do not believe that the formulators

of this legislation were insincere! I believe that they have'deep-seated

reservation about the .speed with which effective land.reform can be :

accomplished. It is in this fashion, I believe, that "socio-cultural

obstacles to growth".appear. Again, there -is little one can do- to ' ■

overcome such obstacles merely by designing systems of implementation

and control. . ■ ■ . :
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2. Excessive sophistication of planning

Development planning, with" its linear programming, its.priority

formulae, its input-output matrices," its cost-benefit analyses, its

turnpike theorems, its operations research and its decision theory

has become a highly sophisticated affair. ...^oople like to utilise

specialized skills they. have.acquired at the cost of much time and

effort, and to demonstrate talents not shared "by others. None but

the professionals, and not all of them, can easily follow.all the

steps in all these kinds of■operation- The politician is naturally

and justifiably suspicious of any policy conclusion that is reached

.by a route he does not understand, particularly if he- feels that his

own supporters will not like it. And so some conflict between planner

and politician is inevitable. I frequently tell my students (slightly

dishonestly, since I have done no penetrating research on the question)

that there,is a high negative correlation between the technical excel

lence of plans and the extent of their adoption and implementation.

Certainly this relationship is what I have myself observed. Hor can

I bring myself to berate the politicians for their.lack of sophistica

tion- Sometimes their judgement is better than ours, and I feel that

if is our duty as planners to point up policy questions in such a manner

that not only politicians but the general public can sense, the issues

involved and- feel that they are participating in the planning process.

If plans are to be fully and continually implemented the planning- pro

cess cannot be too far removed from the political process,.at all levels

of government., The French have learned this lesson and have given ex

pression to their recently acquired knowledge in the concept and prac

tice of "animation sociale", the process of bringing the people directly

concerned into the regional planning operation. It is expensive., as

we have found in our region pilote in Quebec5 but in the long run it

pays high dividends in easier implementation, and m.qre whole-hearted

participation of the general public in the execution as well as the . .

preparation of plans.
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Apart from the danger that excessively sophisticated plans will

be politically side-tracked,, there is the added danger that it is

frequently impossible to put numbers into the planning models which are

theoretically most perfect., Obviously? plans which cannot "be quantified

are not easy to implement, even if they can "be "sold" to the politicians-

and to the public Few development plans have been more continuously

and effectively implemented than the series of Indian five-year plans.

Tet the planning methods in India are,, from the standpoint of the

mathematical economist or the econonietrician, simple in the extreme,

and perhaps even err in the direction of excessive simplicity. There

is much more effort to generate a sense of public participation with

at least a facade of "planning from below"? plan formulation by discus

sion and compromise, than there is to utilize the latest, most sophisti-

cate&3 an& most high-powered planning techniques. Our Philippines plan

of 1956-61 , on the other hand, was an "expert" plan,, and for its time

a1 rather sophisticated onef but for all the impact it had on Government

policy it migat just as well never have been written- Egypt has a very

sophisticated planning operation3 but my impression is that policy deci-

'sibns are seldom, based directly on the analysis of the planners.

May I suggest that what we need? to assure implementation of plans?

is "workable planning"? When economists realised.s with the evolution

of the theories of imperfect and monopolistic competition that the ideal

of pure competition could never be attained and that a simple "trust-

busting" approach was simple nonsense9 they began speaking of "workable

competition" as a goal? and attempted to determine what "workable com

petition" would be. .In the same fashion9 we should recognise that we

do not have the information needed to carry through a theoretically

perfect planning operation, and that even if we did we would not find,-,

it easy to persuade the politicians and the people that they should

accept the results of our high-powered analysis although they can't

understand it. Instead of scientific perfection, we should seek "work

able planning"3 a process which will move all countries closer to their

national goals3 utilising data which are available and reasonably reli

able, with continuous interaction between planners and politicians at
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all levels of government, and in a full glare of publicity, so that the

public will feel, when the plan is in final form, that it is their plan

and that they are eager to see it" carried through.

3- Execessive vagueness

"Workable planning", however, does not -mean imprecise planning.- ..

Plans which are expressed in broad general terms, merely setting forth

targets for levels and rates of increase in national income, for

literacy and primary school attendance, for redistribution of land,

with application of incremental capital/output ratios to indicate

target levels of savings and investment, etc. cannot be "implemented"

because they provide nothing to implement. The same is true of plans

which consist only of projections indicating- consistency or inconsis

tency of targets. To V i. r, lemented, as already indicated, a plan

must be.translated into specific public investment projects? with costs

carefully estimated and benefits carefully analysed, with engineering

or architectural specifications completed where necessary, with assur-.

ance of the appropriate institutional iramework in other cases (educa

tional expansion and teacher training institutes for example) and with

the requisite cadre of human.skills assured. To go direct from a

"perspective plan" to "implementation" is absured and foredoomed to

failure. The;i intermediate stage of preparing an implementation pro

gramme of two or three years-, composed of fully prepared, an integrated

projects9 is absolutely essential,

4» Incompetence and corruption .-.-.■

It is all too common a situation in less developed countries

that there is a thin layer "of well-trained and highly competent people ;

in the top echelons of the civil service, but no properly trained or

experienced civil'"servants in the middle and lower grades,1 and; no-

civil service tradition to' guarantee proper and orderly procedures in

the implementation of policies, plans and programmes. When civil ser

vants are grossly underpaid as well, it is not surprising that the morale
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and standards of performance do not come up to the standards of long-

established civil services in advanced countries.- ■■■- " -

It is? I thinkj important to distinguish between'two kinds of

corruption. There is the kind of corruption that takes the form of

determining who shall reap the personal benefits .from the execution

of a development programme -allocation of contracts to friends? rela

tives? and political supporters, patronage and favouritism. This

sort of corruption was common in the United States in the late nine-

teenth century and certainly has not entirely disappeared from the. .._.

North American continent? especially at the local government level.

But.however:reprehensible on moral grounds this kind of corruption^

may be it is.not a serious obstacle to implementation of development

programmes^ it is not a matter of overwhelming, importance who.derives

profit.from building the road:or dredging the harbour, provided these

jobs belong in the development programmes and are efficiently carried

out. Corruption becomes serious from the development point of view

when it determines the actual composition of.. the .programme, with, pro

jects selected in terms of personal or political gain rather than

priority, for development^ or when,it results in patterns of actual

expenditure, different from that proposed in a. "good" programme. .

Corruption: and incompetence., are 3.: I believe s - properly linked:

for discussion. Where., a government is- itself corrupt'in the. second

sejase j . there is no hope that. "good", plans will W implemented until,

the government is changed. Economic development becomes a matter of-,

"getting the rascals out". But where the government at the decision-

making level is sincerely devoted to development and served by compe

tent top-level professional''men, yet implementation is frustrated by

corruption at the middle" and lowe"r levels 9 there can be only one

reason; the supply of 'people with even minimal qualifications and

willing'to accept 'civil service posts must be too small'for the cor

rupt officials''to'be discharged. The willingness of honest and'com-

petent top'officials' to countenance persistent "corruption at'lower
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levels can only reflect a general lack of competence in the society.

Assuring a sufficient flow of human skills so that no dishonest official

need be retained is obviously a slow and costly affairs.

. It is possihle; however?, to reduce opportunities for corruption

by the exercise of some ingenuity. In Indonesia corruption of the

second type really 'began with the tightening of foreign exchange con

trol and the introduction of a multiple rate system in 1952* The

classification of imports according to their importance for develop

ment was a major, item of development policy, and the allocation of

foreign exchange by middle-level officials in accordance with the

size of bribes offered by importers was a serious frustration of this

policy. This problem was solved, while Sumitro Djodjohadikusumo was

Minister.of Finance, by having applications for foreign exchange made

through the applicant's "bank,-at which point a code number was sub--

stituted for the applicant's name* The application was then reviewed

for fulfilment; of various criteria by four or five different officials,

who saw only the code number.and who were unknown to the applicant.

I feel reasonably certain that where there is a sincere desire on the

part of top-level government administrators to inhibit corruption at

lower levels, devices can be found for doing so.

Sheer lack of trained people for the implementation phase' is of

course a much more difficult problem to solve § it takes only a hand- ■

ful of competent people to prepare a plan, while it takes thousands

of competent people to execute it. Effective supervision is clearly

part of the answer, and here we come back to one of.the points made

at this paper. On the whole technical assistance seems to be less

effectively used in the implementation phase than in the planning

phase- Part of the reason may be that foreigners are more acceptable

as advisors than as operators 5 but if lack of skilled supervision is

a major obstacle to implementation of "good" plans, government offi

cials should swallow their pride and make full use of opportunities

provided by OPBX and similar programmes.
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- Participation in two'technical assistance evaluation missions, one

■ for the United Nations and one for OSCS, has convinced me that much of

the responsibility for assuring more efficient allocation of technical

assistance resources,lies with the donor agencies themselves. The

impotance cf-the.United. STations Resident Representative to assure '

effective co-ordination of technical assistance efforts "because'of the

jealously., guarded autonomy, of specialized agencies is of course an

old story. There has been improvement hut we still have a long way to

go. I myself would like to. see the regional commission playing a

greater role in the co-ordination of technical assistance to indivudal

countries^ ffith the proliferation of technical assistance agencies
and the widening opportunities, for playing off one agency against "■

another, the actual pattern of technical assistance to particular

countries,has come to. depend more and more on the comparative sales

ability and .diplomatic skill-of reprase^tivsa-of various agencies.

If .thelLO man gets, along well with -she Minister of Labour but the PAO

man is.disliked by the.Minister■of Agriculture the-XLO programme may

be. to.o big and-the EAO .programme too small. "Generating projects" too

easily degenerates .Into straightforward carpet-bagging by specialized

agencies. I have seen.cases where the representative of a specialised

agency has sold a project to the relevant ministry of a leas developed

country's government, then sold the project to his. agency, and. then ,

recruited a team. In itself such enthusiasm, and salesmanship -are not

evil| "but it so happened that in this case the. problems to be solved

were mainly within the sphere of another specialised agency, so that,

the mission was heavily weighted with experts of a. kind with relatively

low priority and was woefully deficient in the type of expertise■that

l/ Cf. Benjamin Higgina,.United Nations and US Foreign Sconomio Poli
Homewood 111, 1962? Chapter 8. ~~ s—

cv,
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was most badly needed. Ultimately, of course, effective co-ordination

of technical assistance can be done only by the host government itself

as an integral part of plan preparation; but meanwhile the donor agencies

can help a great deal in improving the allocation of technical assist

ance resources. Some relinquishment of sovereignty "oy the specialized

agencies in favour of co-ordination in the office of the Resident

Representative or of the regional commission, or some combination of

the two # could go a long way towards alleviating the shortage of skills

required in the implementation phase.
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FOR PLANNING,

From what has been said abora it should "be . already ■ clear .that in

ray opinion effective implementation depends far more va what is done

"before implementation "begins tha.y:-- it does orx what is done jailer

implementation is under way.. Organization for planning is an important

aspect,-of meeting prerequisites cf effective implementation^ and planning

procedures .are fundamental- to successful .execution of programmes*

There is no mystery about tlio organizational needs for effective

preparation and execution of development plans and programmes„ The

first requirement is to give superior status to the government department

concerned with planning* There are several ways this can "be done =>

One is to make the prime minister himself the chief planner? as is done

in India "by having the Prime Minister as Chairman of the Planning

Commission* Mother effective device is to make the minister of finance

the minister of planning as irellj fio that "budgets always emerge from

the planning process itself * There is perhaps some danger in this

alternative^ a finance Minister who regards himself as "watchdog of the

Treasury" and ie mainly concerned Tilth "finding the money" may "be ■

inclined to excessively conservative planning, A third alternative is

to have a Minister of Planning who is a. kind of super-minister5 next

only to the Prime Minister himself, It may "be desirable to have the

budget ;'o:-cp^7- .ii by the Ministry of Planning, leaving the Minister of

Finance to recommend tax policy; administer the internal revenue system?

and the day-to-day operations of the exchange control system, as was

done in Brazil during 1961--55* Whichever system is chosen*, the organization

at cabinet level must make it clear that plans and programmes3 once

adopted? have legal status and the-1- all ministries are bound by thenu

If planning and programming is assigned to a Ministry cf Planning which

is regarded as having no operating functions, a "think-tank" outside

the main stream of politics, and decision making^ there is little reason

to expect effective implementation of plans and programmes,?
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N.exfc there must "be a Planning Commission, Board or Council at

Cabinet level. There is something to he said for having the whole

cabinet in the planning commission$■ no aspect of government is wholly

irrelevant to economic development. However, some Ministries - agriculture,

industry, transports public works, education, health, finance, - are

clearly of greater strategic importance for development than others,

and in the interests of simplified operations there is also a case to

be made for limiting the planning commission to these Ministers. Since

1 the development plan should be regarded as top governmental business, the

planning'commission should meet frequently and particpate in. the planning

operation from beginning to end.. .

Third,;there should be a Co-ordinating Committee at the Deputy

Minister ,or^other top civil service level. The same Ministries as are

represented,'in the planning commission would be represented in the

Co-ordinating Committee. The main function of this Committee would be

to meet periodically with the technicians of the plan organization uid.

prepare the agenda for the Commission, The member of the Committee

should also be the effective head of the internal planning organization

in his own Ministry.

Fourth, in countries with'federal constitutions or in ether large

countries with distinct regional divisions, there is need for regional

planning authorities. These should be in constant contact with' the

national plan .organization at the technical level and should report to

the Planning Commission through the Ministry responsible for national

planning.
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Fifth, local planning authorities should also report to the Planning

Commission, directly or through.the regional authorities or "both. Capital

cities or.large industrial centres are frequently of sufficient importance

in the economy to qualify as "regions" in themselves.*

Finally, there are the various devices for bringing the general

public "into the aot"s Panels of Economists to. tap planning skills in

Universities and elsewhere outside the planning organisation "itself 3 Expert

Groups of other kinds5 Working Parties to bring representative farmers,

industrialists, "bankers, trade unionists etc., into the process; and the

broader citizen participation suggested by the concept of."animation sociale.

Publication of a Plan Framework for public discussion before the plan

takes final form, periodic Progress Reports to keep the general public

informed, radio speeches, etc...can. also help to keep alive a feeling of

general participation in the preparation and execution of development plans

and programmes. . . . ■ ; .

1/
-Integration of planning at all three levels of government will not
.be easy if city planning continues to be mainly the province of

the physical- planner, trained in architecture' or engineering, while

national development planning is the province of the economist and

regional planning some mixture of the two. There is no logic' in this

pattern. Land use.has implications for allocation of manpower and

. capital, and capital or manpower budgets have implications for

land use. The pattern of. land use in city or regional plans should

add up to the pattern of land use implicit in the national -develop

ment plan 1 and the pattern of capital and manpower allocation set

forth explicitly in the national development plan should disaggregate

into the patterns of capital and manpower use implicit in city

or regional plans. Economic and physical planning are necessary

at all levels, and the planning teams at all levels should have

people trained in each, preferably all with some understanding of

both, Cf. Charles Haar, Benjamin Higgins, and Lloyd fiodwin,

"Economic and Physical Planning? Co-ordination in Developing
Areas", Journal of the American Institute of Planners, October
1958. —— -
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Composition of planning teams

Of all the plans with which I have "been associated thus far the

first Libyan Plan came closest to "being implemented — perhaps, as

indicated above, too close? but on the whole, the Libyan 'Six-Year Plan

still seems to me a' "good" plan in the light of what was then known

about the country* In retrospect it is apparent' to me that Libya was

a very special case and that I was fortunate-indeed to draw it for my " ■

first assignment* For1one thing, it is relatively easy to plan for

a country which seems to have no resources at all? planning in Libya .

is much more complicated now just because the range of alternatives

is so much wider* For another thing? in the beginning there were

virtually no political problems in Libya; the Government was a provisional

one, and the United Nations team had far more power and freedom than

is normal for technical assistance missions. Nonetheless, I think there

are lessons to be learned from the Libyan experience? the degree of

success enjoyed in the early years of development planning in Libya

is to be explained, I believe^ by the way in which the planning team

was put together and the manner in which it operated*

The first step in Libya was a six weeks' mission under Carter

Goodrich to "plan planning". For a simple economy like Libya in 1950,

that was long enough to find out what were the main problems and

possibilities, and thus to decide what range of expertise was needed

to continue the planning operation,, Next came a six months' survey

mission under Dr. John Lindberg. By the time I arrived on the scene

as Chief Economist for the third phase of actually putting together

the development plan, a jood picture of the Libyan economy was ready

and waiting. Moreover, the added knowledge gathered by the survey

mission suggested some additions to and revisions of the planning team

itself* In short, every member of the planning team was there because

of a distinct need for his special skill, and every sector of the

economy presenting special problems or special potential was covered

by one or more experts in the planning organization. Some of these

posts were tailor-made! "war damages experts" for example are not common

in planning teams, but we needed such a man in the Libya of 1951-52.
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I believe still that this procedure is the right way to assemble

a planning team. In countries where planning has been under way for

some time the original survey mission would of course not be needed,

and perhaps the second phase of the process might also be.essentially

completed, although the task of surveying an economy is to some degree .-

a continuous one. But the essential idea of isolating the sectors with

problems to be solved or offering particularly promising prospects for

growth, and assembling a team with the the range of skills required

to deal with these problems and prospects, still seems to me a

good one*
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PLACING PBOCSDOESS .. ..:■ • :. . . . . ;, ., ;, .

Given the commitment to development at the top political level,

the appropriate planning organization and a planning team with the

right range of expert skillss the' remaining prerequisite for effective

implementation is proper planning procedure*

The decision function . r

Whether or not the term is formally used, development planning ■

must start with a decision function* In the-course of_a dialogue

between,planners and politicians tide .major national: objectives must ■ ■

be-determined^ and they must be. quantified to the highest possible

degreeo At .the1 very*least weights;must be-attached to each: objective ■

raising per.capita income,■ reducing unemployment and underemployment,

reducing differences':in income and employment opportunities among

major regions of the country ?- whatever- the objectives--ares they--must

be included in.'the decision function: in .a way permitting1 comparison

of projects in terms of their contribution to attainment of these ■

national objectives« ■ ■■:•■■.<■

The priority formula : -■--^-

Once a decision function has be^n determined and quantified the

priority formula is ready at .hand. It would.be absurd to measure the.,

relative importance of individual.projects, in any other terms than,

their contribution to achievement of national goals. Moreover, the

same formula (or the same kind.of cost-benefit analysis) must be

applied to. all .types of project,, It would.be ridiculous to apply ..one

priority formula.to power plants or textile mills and. another, to : . .

education or public health projects.*, .If improved, education (..o,;e...health

are national objectives they must be. in the decision function itsejf, .

either in .terms of quantified objectives within each field? or better

still in terms of "shadow prices" attached to them which permits.,.. . .

their inclusion in national income and.also permits direct comparison

of thei importance of such projects with that of others* _ . ■ . -.. ■. ...
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The perspective plan

.The perspective plan should set forth the major objectives of

national development policy in the form of, targets to "be attained in.. ■■

ten to twenty years. Usually these goals are expressed in terms of

income, employment, distribution of income among individuals, groups,

and regions, and sometimes balance of payments. The political and

social reasons for selecting the goals should be explained. "The

weights underlying the decision function and the priority formula should

be set forth and justified. The targets should be compared with ■

current economic and social conditions, and the path from the present

state of affairs to the targets indicated (social goals such as improved

literacy, public health, etc., may either "be included in national' "

income at appropriate accounting prices, in which case the selection

of accounting prices should be explained in the perspective.plan, 'or

may be 'disaggregated, in more direct tsrms); The targets should be ' '

disaggregated at lsast into main sectors^ and where possible it is

desirable to provide a "double check" on the internal consistency of

the plan in the form of a target input-output matrix. In any case the

perspective plan should provide an analysis of the inputs of,capital,

raw materials, human resources required to attain the targets and

indicate how these input requirements can be met, either from domestic

stocks and flows or from imports. The implications for private savings

and investment and for public investment and tax policy.should be

clearly established, and related monetary, foreign trade, foreign ex

change, and fiscal policy should be outlined. Policies regarding

regional development education and manpower, public health etc.,

should also be.describeds and the path from the current situation to

the long-onio targets should be scrutinized at least as carefully for

these.components of the plan as for any others. A perspective plan,

in other words, should be more than an expression of brave hopes; it..

must be an integrated set of measures which can surely bs carried out .

and which will surely take the country from its present to its target

position on all counts. The perspective plan should have legal status
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in the sense- that once'-it 'has "been: accepted by the government it binds

the government to take all the-steps set forth: in the plan and pro

scribes the government from taking any steps inconsistent with the

plan, unless and until tho plan itself is formally revised.

The implementation programme a'-. ■:■'■■ ■ . ■

As already suggested; implementation"programmes should be prepared

for more than one year5' "but in most countries for- not more than two

or three years,■ The implementation programme should consist of speci

fic and fully prepared projects in all fields, plus completely drafted

bills or regulations, ready for legislation or. promitigation, to

encourage and.direct the private, .sector,. Few countries can forecast .

more than two or thrse-.-years ahead with:;the. degree- of accuracy, and

detail requirsd.;for. an effective implementation' programme. Th'e need • ■

for legal status is even more apparent for tHe -implementation programme

than it is for the perspective plan. Once- adopted, implementation pro

grammes should be changed only in the light of really significant new

information or truly important and unforeseen events.

The budget

The budget should constitute the first year of the implementation

programme. All public expenditures within the programme should be in

the budget^ and ideally nothing should be in the budget that is not

in the programme and which has not gone through the whole planning

and programming process. Thus the time for changes in the implementa

tion programme,, if any^ should be in the course of the budget debates.

In general^, the atmosphere of the budget debate should be that the

onus of proof lies on those who wish to alter an already approved

implementation programme at budget timee

Other legislation

The implementation programme would also include some programme

otf legislation where new legislation is needed to carry out the tax,

monetary? foreign exchangej regional development and other policies
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set forth in the implementation programme. Where all the enabling

legislation is already in existence, of course, this step in the pro

cess can "be skipped*

Progress reports

This procedure implies that the planning organization should make

annual progress reports to the legislature, as & basis for debates on

the "budget and other legislation, and as a "basis for determining the

composition of the implementation programme for the new year to "be

added as the year completed is dropped from it.

I have heard the argument made that reporting to the general public

on progress of plans should "be less frequent than once a yeaar, on the

grounds that it is difficult to maintain public enthusiasm for a

"rolling plan" that is revised evej»y year and on which reports are

made annually. This question lies well outside my field of special

knowledge^ and I have no strong views on it.
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TEE ZM TO 3OT

IMFLBOTTATIOItf IS SOUHD PILOTING

Given a government that is committed to economic and social develop

ment; given an honest and competent civil service? given a planning

organization in one of the forms suggested above^ and given a planning

prooedure of the sort outlined here, what could prevent effective

implementation? Hot lack of capital, foreign exchange, or labour skills;

for the plan and programme will themselves reflect the supply of these

resources which is surely available* Hot lack of private entrepreneur-

ship, because the available supply of this resource too will have been

taken into account* It is possible, of course, that the scale of

programme that can be effectively implementated, even with generous

capital assistance, is below the critical minimum effort required to

assure rising per capita incomes; but where lack of human resources

is the bottleneck only education in all its aspects, plus massive

technical assistance, can overcome it. One cannot fairly talk of

failure of implementation whore the stock and flow of human skills

does not permit a rato of capital accumulation and technological

change high enough to guarc:itee rising incomes per head0

Of course mistakes can still be made, even with the most perfect

of planning organization and procedures, in engineering specifications,

in other technical analyses} in supervision and management of indivi

dual projects right down to the foreman level. But that is true of

even the most advanced countries» Obviously? all possible steps

should be taken to avoid such mistakes. Supervision is very important,

and where only "turnkey" projects are likely to succeed, as was the

case in Indonesia during the last years of the Sukarno regime, perhaps

only "turnkey" projects should be included in the implementation

programme. It is useful to set up standards of performance for

particular types of project^ and where such standards cannot be obtained

from domestic experience they can be dsrived from other countries with

comparable conditions. It is useful to know at least approximately
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how long it should take? to consuruo'C a mile of road of a kind over

a certain type of terrain/ er how long it should take to build a

■ school .of a certain else and with a certain- type of construction*

It^is useful- to maintain in 3012e central office of .eon'trol progress' .

reports, on particular projects for comparison with such standards* .

An ef.fectiv2.a0G0mating -system ■ for budget control5. a quick and accurate

.system c£ .reporting- to- permit comparison of credit expansion or "

foreign exchange.allocations with targets,-are. clearly necessary..; . .

■It-is ■absurd "bo expect effective implementation under conditions..-such

:Q,s existed-in tho early days of Indonesian independence;, when-hudgets

were debated in Parliament after the ."budget year lias parscocU- But none

of these .-control devices can produce a healthy pattern of' -economic.

development where the political power tXlto 6.033 not really want the -

measures .-needed for development? or where the planning organisation. .

does not accord the necessary status to planning and programming, or

where plans and programmes thema&lvsD are "badly conceived,, ...... :

To reiterate^ the?is effective implementation: ■X-:';;.-j:-:^l"> mnc.^i'iaore'

on tho steps taken befere ths implementation phase is reached than it

does on steps taken to urovi&c? supervision and control' during the ■

implementation gate's- itself,, - -


